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6:30 Monday Jan 2 2006!

1993 98min - with special guests -
- co-sponsored by BCSS Victoria Branch -

This was the first film about mental illness I ventured to
show at Movie Monday, 12 years ago! It's both enter-

taining, laced with great music like The Proclaimers' 500
Miles and a great performance by a young Johnny Depp.

But it also provokes discussion about the realities of
living with serious mental illness. Billed as a romance on

the brink of reality, a delightfully offbeat romantic
comedy, a mentally ill young woman finds love with an

eccentric man who she wins in a poker game.
Our guests will be Tara Timmers, a woman who is

recovering from schizophrenia, and Dr Peter Schieldrop,
a Victoria psychiatrist and specialist in the condition. PG

Nine-year-old Frankie and his single mum
Lizzie have been on the move ever since

Frankie can remember, most recently arriving
in a seaside Scottish town. Wanting to protect

her deaf son from the truth that they've run
away from his father, Lizzie has invented a

story, complete with letters, that he is away at
sea on the HMS Accra. When that ship comes

in Lizzie arranges a stand in Dad. A really
engrossing human drama. PG

6:30 Monday Jan 9 6:30 Monday Jan 16

"A Song for Martin" tells the story of two people who find
sudden, delirious love, and then lose it in one of the most

painful ways possible, because of Alzheimers disease. Their
love and loss is all the more poignant because they are such
warm, creative people -- and perhaps because we sense an
ease and acceptance between the two actors, Sven Wollter
and Viveka Seldahl, who were married in real life. That she

died not long after the movie was made adds another
dimension of poignance... ‘A Song for Martin’ is more honest

about Alzheimer's disease, I think, than ‘Iris’...“
- Roger Ebert Chicago Sun-Times

This is a sad story but one that many of us are sharing as our
generations grow older. We'll have guests from the

Victoria Alzheimers Society branch, an organization that can
be a life-saver for families faced with this disease.

PG13 in Swedish with subtitles
http://www.moonlight-film.dk/asongformartin/

INFO?
595-FLIC

BORN TO BROTHELS: Calcutta's Red Light Kids 85min
This film is a chronicle of filmmakers Zana Briski and

Ross Kauffman's efforts to show the world of Calcutta's
red light district. To do that, they inspired a special group

of children of the prostitutes of the area to photograph
their neighbourhood. As the kids excel in their new found
art, the filmmakers struggle to help them have a chance

for a better life away from the miserable poverty that
threatens to crush their dreams. PG13

6:30 Monday Jan 30

SCRUPULOSITY: A play about keeping your faith
without losing your mind.

What happens when well meaning Christian moral
teaching is served up with a little helping Hellfire

and Damnation and taken to heart by an
impressionable lad prone to obsessive/compulsive
tendencies? Here's a monologue about finding your

faith without losing your mind.

Andrew Bailey explores this autobiographical
theme in his solo play SCRUPULOSITY that won

BEST SOLO PLAY at the 2005 Fringe. PG 13

6:30 Mon Jan 23
MOVIESPROJECTEDONTHEBIGSCREEN
-FREE!!“Donationsmuchappreciated”

SCRUPULOSITY

www.islandnet.com/mm

This film I remembered as great fun when I
saw it 30 years ago, finally, happily now

available on a crisp DVD! It's particularly
relevant with the recent upheaval in France.

*

"Louis de Funes stars in this celebrated comic treat
as a racist, anti-Semitic businessman en route to his

daughter's wedding, who unwittingly stumbles
upon a group of Arab terrorists. In order to hide

from them, he disguises himself as a rabbi, which
leads to one crazy, slapstick situation after
another. Nominated for a Best Foreign Film

Golden Globe. "One of the funniest movies from
any country" - Boxoffice

A fun way to kick off the New Year!
French with English subtitles. PG

SATURDAY LIVE! 7:30 Jan 21
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